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1
Virgo cluster
 distance≈18 Mpc, mass≈10^15 Msun, size≈4Mpc
1: intro
2Virgo M87 X-ray (Chandra)
1: intro




distance≈120 Mpc, mass≈10^15 Msun, size≈6 Mpc
1: intro
5Coma cluster in X-rays (Chandra)
1: intro
6Perseus cluster in optical (SDSS)distance≈116Mpc, mass≈3x10^15 Msun, size≈6 Mpc
1: intro









Fornax cluster in X-rays (Chandra)
1: intro
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Rood-Sastry cluster morphological classification









Spatial distribution of galaxies in cluster












cD galaxy NGC 541













S0 galaxy NGC 3115
Credit: J. Kormendy
2: optical 
observations
